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Show results 1 to 20 of 27 Note: Used only to report spam, ads, and problematic posts (harassment, struggle, or vulgarity), intro brackets, and DP as a given range that provides AP bonuses or additional damage reductions. For example, when you press 100 AP, you get a special base of 5 AP only, your AP and DP
discs, which are AP/DP , [ ... ] read more, arguing that the best equipment among the same gear types is ongoing since the launch of Black Desert Online. Discussions and experiments are done in search of the best gear set there and tends not to stop. Among all the two gears that run the most intense debate is Nouver
and Kutum Nouver and Kutum are both off-hand bosses, but the fight that one better gets in on and off throughout the run of the game. When the hidden options were revealed last year, it seemed kutum had finally taken the throne, but with the latest updates on further damage, according to ap, Nouver was on the rise
again, and the debate has begun again. At first there was the Nouver The Dark Age of the rookie Kutum, when the great desert of Valencia was added and the boss of the world. Nouver came out, Nouver off-hand was a man who was all starving. There are some items, such as the Ultimate Vangertz Shield with high
accuracy and additional attack damage, but Nouver is always the last winner. Kutum, the new world boss, dropped a rookie new boss called Kutum off-hand, and the man who couldn't get Nouver handed off saw their chance to get the boss off hand, but Kutum's reign didn't last long. Back then, hidden options were not a
problem at all, and most players wanted AP more than DP, no one wanted to use Kutum, which had a lower AP than Nouver, but over time and the players made more experiments, Kutum slowly but apparently began to threaten Nouver's reign, more players began to argue. I tried both outside of hand and it seems that
Kutum is better in PvE, the opinions of base players are divided into two: people are giving false information just so they can sell their Kutums and you will notice the difference when you try grinding with Kutum, but the player's opinions start to change to one side. More and more players do several experiments and
accept that Kutum is better in PvE, and that opinion is accepted. In fact, however, the players did not find a reason behind this difference, although Kutum was accurate, but the differences in Nouver's AP and Kutum's AP seemed big enough to create a precision gap, but a few months later the hidden options were
revealed and the players could see why. ▲No one wants to use Kutum (Image Source: Official BDO-Emeth Forum) The hidden option revealed is the precision that makes Kutum much stronger than Nouver? Finally, the answer came out when a hidden option was revealed. It turns out that Kutum has significant
additional damage to monsters, the additional damage to the monsters kutum has is 34 at TRI(III) and 45 at TET(IV), which is higher than Nouver 31 and 41 in the same level, respectively, Kutum has a lower base AP than Nouver, but the additional damage is higher to the monster, and the accuracy makes it more
effective than Nouver, which is actually visible in the description of the monster item is completely hidden. It has officially proven that the data statistics are true. After the big revelation, Kutum's demand surged rapidly, as Nouver's demand surged, Kutum gave accuracy and survival in PvP and dealt with more damage in
PvE with hidden monster damage, meta has completely changed, and there are only a few who want Nouver over Kutum ▲rapid disclosure, meta change and Kutum becomes hands-on again. Another game changer: Additional damage, according to the AP, however, Kutum can't stay on top forever. Another game-
changing update came to the KR server first, and then later on the NA/EU server, the update that restarted the meta is additional damage for characters with 251-270 AP and 271-300 AP (additional damage for AP characters 160-243 is updated in kr only because NA/EU has already applied this system). The update is
large enough to change the meta again. As the AP's priority increases, demand for Nouver begins to increase as well, players with high AP accessories choose Nouver over Kutum for additional damage, and players who upgrade their gear of the Nouver selectors as well, hoping that one day when their gear is fully set,
Nouver will give them additional damage, Nouver regains popularity in the past quickly and nouver's outside hand is left at The Marketplace being sold off, Nouver is not easy to buy anymore and one of the most competitive items. ▲ Additional damage, according to ap, damage will increase when the AP's characters
over 271 Meta in kr, the history of ups and downs for Nouver and Kutum is now over, and both hands are also popular. The answer will be, no matter what you get first. One thing you should consider when choosing between the two is that all your AP when wearing all your devices. If your AP is less than 240 with more
Nouver, it's no better than another one, the additional damage when your AP is below 240 is not so big, using nouver off-hand won't give you a huge advantage. If you still want to manage more damage, although the amount is slightly larger, you can choose Nouver, if you want to play more safely, you should choose
Kutum Nouver more popular for players with MORE AP than 250 or more 280 in PvP. Players usually have both Nouver and Kutum and switch between the two depending on the opponent's gear settings. Also, in PvE, some players prefer Kutum when they're crushed in high-level grinding points, such as Gyfin Rhasia
measurements, so they don't die. In conclusion, in kr there is no valid answer to the question Nouver or Kutum, so this post was written not to provide the answer to the above question. But to help you choose your boss by hand by giving the history of two bosses. ▲ Barehanded hands on both sides are very popular! hi
im lvl 59 dk very low gs becouse god rng do not love me I have a lot of failstacks and I want to know what i should buy nouver or kutum i will play pve for a long time becouse i wish i very good fit for pvp sorry for my im eng from spain bravo thx allpage 2 22 comments
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